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ABSTRACT
Chemical-element adjectival modifiers are not part of the name of a mineral species. Schaller-type adjectival modifiers, which
have the endings -oan or -ian, formerly recommended by the CNMMN of the IMA, in many cases give erroneous information
about the valence of an ion, and are therefore inappropriate. Instead of such modifiers, the CNMMN has now approved a proposal
that chemical-element adjectival modifiers employing the chemical-element symbol or the name of the chemical element together
with a descriptive term should be used. The valence (nominal numerical charge plus sign) or the numerical oxidation state may be
added, if required. Authors should therefore feel free to use chemical-element adjectival modifiers that are chemically correct and
that meet their particular requirements. For example, chemical-element adjectival modifiers such as “Mg-rich”, “Mg–Fe-rich”,
“Fe2+-poor”, “iron(2+)-enriched”, “iron(II)-bearing”, “alkali-deficient”, “sodium-exchanged”, “Cr-doped”, or “H2O-saturated”
may be used. Synthetic or hypothetical analogues of mineral species or natural analogues of mineral species unapproved by the
CNMMN could be written with a chemical-element(s) suffix. The synthetic product “topaz-OH” is the OH-dominant analogue
of topaz, Al2SiO4F2. The use of quotation marks around “topaz-OH” is essential to show that the name is not approved by the
CNMMN and to avoid confusion with names of real mineral species, such as chabazite-Ba. A chemical-element symbol should
not be used as a prefix to a name of a mineral species. However, if used in a diagram, table, or running heading owing to space
limitations, then a correct version must be used in the text together with the short version in quotation marks to show that the
name is not approved by the CNMMN. For example, “Al-goethite” used in a table owing to space limitations should be shown
as Al-rich goethite in the text.
Keywords: Schaller modifier, adjectival modifier, chemical suffix, chemical prefix, mineral nomenclature, Commission on New
Minerals and Mineral Names.

SOMMAIRE
Les qualificatifs indicateurs dʼun élément chimique ne font pas partie du nom dʼun minéral. Ceux qui ont été proposés par
Schaller, se terminant en anglais par -oan ou -ian, et recommandés déjà par la Commission des Nouveaux Minéraux et des Noms
de Minéraux, donnent une indication erronée à propos de la valence dʼun élément, et sont donc inappropriés. A leur place, la
Commission vient dʼapprouver lʼutilisation de qualificatifs utilisant le symbole dʼun élément ou le nom de lʼélément avec un
terme descriptif. La valence (valeur numérique nominale avec un signe) ou lʼétat dʼoxydation numérique pourrait être ajouté si
nécessaire. Les auteurs ont entière liberté de se servir de qualificatifs indiquant la composition qui sont chimiquement corrects
et qui satisfont leurs propres exigeances. A titre dʼexemples de qualificatifs approuvés, on peut se servir de “magnésien”, “riche
en Mg–Fe”, “pauvre en Fe2+”, “enrichi en fer(2+)”, “porteur de fer(II)”, “déficitaire en alcalins”, “échangé en sodium”, “dopé
au Cr”, ou “saturé en H2O”. Pour les produits synthétiques, les analogues hypothétiques dʼespèces minérales ou les analogues
naturels dʼespèces minérales pas encore approuvées par la Commission, on peut les écrire avec le symbole dʼun élément comme
suffixe. Par exemple, le produit de synthèse “topaze-OH” est lʼanalogue à dominance de OH de la topaze. Al2SiO4F2. Lʼutilisation
de guillemets est essentielle pour souligner lʼabsence de lʼapprobation de la Commission et pour éviter toute confusion avec les
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noms dʼespèces véritables comme la chabazite-Ba, où le suffixe est légitime et officiel. Le symbole dʼun élément ne doit pas être
utilisé comme préfixe dʼun nom de minéral. Toutefois, dans le cas dʼune utilisation rendue nécessaire pour conserver lʼespace,
dans un tableau ou un diagramme, ou dans un titre courant, par exemple, il est nécessaire dʼutiliser la version correcte dans le
texte et la version courte entre guillemets, afin de démontrer que ce dernier nʼest pas approuvé. Par exemple, lʼutilisation de
“Al-goethite” dans un tableau devrait être présentée comme goethite alumineuse dans le texte.
(Traduit par la Rédaction)
Mots-clés: qualificatif de Schaller, adjectif qualificatif, suffixe chimique, préfixe chimique, nomenclature des minéraux, Commission des Nouveaux Minéraux et des Noms de Minéraux.

INTRODUCTION
During the last century, the science of chemistry
has significantly progressed. The number of different
valences of many chemical elements has significantly
increased. Therefore, the chemical-element adjectival
modifier system of the 1930s is no longer adequate
to represent the present state of knowledge. A chemically correct system is introduced to overcome these
problems.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Chemical composition is one of the main determinants of a mineral species, and in defining a mineral
species, the predominant chemical element in each
structural site must be specified. Partial replacement of
the predominant chemical element by a minor chemical
element does not affect the species status of the mineral
and, where appropriate, is indicated by some chemicalelement adjectival modifier.
Dana (1892) used eight variants of chemical-element
adjectival modifiers to indicate chemical varieties of
mineral species, with suffixes such as -iferous, -ian, -al,
-eous, and -ic. In an attempt to standardize the chemicalelement adjectival modifiers, Schaller (1930) proposed
a simple system of chemical-element adjectival modifiers, which will be referred to here as “Schaller modifiers”. The valency of the substituting ion in a Schaller
modifier is indicated by the suffix “-oan” (for the lower
valency) or “-ian” (for the higher valency). These served
a similar purpose as the chemical-element adjectival
modifiers of Dana (1892), but had the advantage of
being briefer.
Initially, the Commission on New Minerals and
Mineral Names (CNMMN) of the International Mineralogical Association (IMA) expressed disinterest in
promoting the proper use of chemical-element adjectival modifiers (Hey & Gottardi 1980). However, the
use of Schaller modifiers was later advocated, and a list
of Schaller modifiers was extended (Nickel & Mandarino 1987), and subsequently restated (Nickel & Grice
1998). The chief purpose in advocating the Schaller
modifiers was not to exclude the use of other chemicalelement adjectival modifiers, but rather to prevent the

substituting minor chemical element becoming incorporated in the name of a mineral species.
In the mineralogical literature, in addition to Schaller
modifiers, various chemical-element adjectival modifiers
have been used, for example “Mg-rich”, “Mg–Fe-rich”,
“Fe2+-poor”, “iron(2+)-enriched”, “iron(II)-bearing”,
“alkali-deficient”, “sodium-exchanged”, “Cr-doped”,
and “H 2 O-saturated”. In the published CNMMN
subcommittee reports, chemical-element adjectival
modifiers are used, such as titanium-rich and yttriumrich by Hogarth (1977), sodium-rich, sodium-bearing,
manganreich, and manganhaltiger by Hey & Gottardi
(1980), iron-rich and magnesium-rich by Morimoto
(1989), Mg-rich by Coombs et al. (1997), and Al-rich
by Rieder et al. (1998).
The symbol for the chemical element together with a
superscript consisting of an Arabic numeral followed by
the charge sign indicates the valency, i.e., Fe2+, or Fe3+.
The word for the chemical element should be followed
by the Arabic numeral and charge, all in parentheses,
and on the line, e.g., iron(2+), iron(3+), iron(II), or
iron(III). Both the valency (nominal Arabic numerical
charge plus sign) and the Roman numerical oxidation
state together are not allowed, e.g., Mg2+-iron(II)-rich.

SHORTCOMINGS OF THE SCHALLER MODIFIERS
There are two main shortcomings of the Schaller
modifiers: firstly, some chemical elements have only
one stable valence state, and some have more than two
valences; secondly, the concept of ionic valences is
meaningless in compounds with a substantial component of covalent or metallic bonding.
The Schaller modifiers implicitly specify valence
states by the use of the suffixes “-oan” (for the lower
valency) or “-ian” (for the higher valency). These
suffixes are inappropriate for chemical elements with
only one stable valence state, such as the alkalis and
alkaline earths. On the other hand, chemical elements
with more than two different valences, such as manganese, create an insoluble problem. Thrush (1968) listed
six valences for manganese (hexavalent), and recently
a seventh valency, Mn5+, has been reported (Reiche et
al. 2001). The problem becomes progressively worse
as additional valences are found for the other chemical
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elements. In an attempt to deal with some of these uncertainties, Nickel & Grice (1998) made the scientifically
dubious statement that “If the valency of an element in a
particular mineral is not known, the adjectival modifier
derived from the more likely, or more common, valence
state of the element should be used.”
The valence of chemical elements in ionic structures
is self-evident, but only about two percent of mineral
species are purely ionic. The bonding in most mineral
species has an appreciable covalent component. For
example, the nominal numerical charge of silicon is
4+, but the actual charge usually varies between 3+
and 1½+. The actual charge of silicon is about 2.3+ for
quartz and about 2.5+ for olivine (Tossell 1977). Lake
& Craven (2001) recorded the actual charge of Mg,
PO4 and (OH) in kovdorskite as 1.2+, 2.0- and 0.5-,
respectively. Mineral species where silicon is not 4+
include gupeiite, Fe3Si, and native silicon.
Schaller modifiers also are inappropriate for native
chemical elements, as the actual charge of native chemical elements such as antimony is zero. The suffixes
“-oan” or “-ian” for an As-rich or Bi-rich variety of antimony would indicate 3+ or 5+, respectively, which is
chemically misleading. Malitch & Thalhammer (2002)
used the term “ferroan platinum”, yet the actual charge
of the iron is zero. Therefore, the use of “ferroan”
is incorrect. About 15% of mineral species, mainly
sulfides and sulfoxysalts, have metallic bonding, which
makes the concept of ionic charge meaningless for such
mineral species. For example, the nominal numerical
charge of iron in pyrite is 2+, but the actual charge
is 0.08+. Therefore, the use of the Schaller modifiers
“nickeloan” or “cobaltian” for a Ni–Co-rich variety of
pyrite would imply 2+ or 3+, respectively, which is
chemically misleading. Similarly, the use of the term
“cobaltian arsenopyrite” by Wagner & Lorenz (2002)
is misleading, because the actual charge of cobalt in
arsenopyrite is near zero. As Schaller modifiers imply
nominal ionic valences of the substituting chemical
elements, their use in describing mineral species with
covalent or metallic bonding is incorrect.
Nickel & Mandarino (1987) stated that CNMMN
generally recommends that the Latin version of the
chemical element is preferred to the English version
(e.g., kalian to potassian, natrian to sodian, stiboan
to antimonoan, and wolframian to tungstenian). If the
use of Schaller modifiers is abandoned, this choice
disappears.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE USE OF
CHEMICAL-ELEMENT ADJECTIVAL MODIFIERS
We submitted a proposal on Schaller modifiers
to the CNMMN (Voting Proposal 03-A), and it was
subsequently approved, with 13 agree, 2 disagree, and
1 abstain. It stated: “It is proposed that the general
CNMMN advocacy of Schaller modifiers be dropped.
When it is desired to indicate the presence of subordi-
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nate chemical components in a mineral, Schaller modifiers may be used in unambiguous cases, namely those
in which the element has two, and only two, valence
states. In the more general case, adjectival modifiers
such as “-bearing” or “-rich” should be used together
with the specified element(s), and with the numerical
oxidation state, if required, e.g., “Mn2+-rich”, “V(III)deficient”, “Mg-bearing”, etc.”
Members of the CNMMN requested that a list of
unambiguous cases be furnished. The list of Schaller
modifiers in Nickel & Mandarino (1987) contains 21
chemical elements with two valence states; however,
the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Lide 1999)
and Pearsonʼs Handbook of Crystallographic Data for
Intermetallic Phases (Villars & Calvert 1991) show that
all of these chemical elements have three to five valence
states. Therefore, there appears to be no chemical
element that meets this criterion.
If it is necessary to indicate the valence or oxidation state of a chemical element in a mineral species
with a strong ionic bonding component, it can be done
in several ways. Taking iron as an example, divalent
iron can be shown a Fe2+, iron(2+), or as iron(II). This
symbolism can be incorporated into the chemicalelement adjectival modifier as “Fe2+-bearing forsterite”,
for example.
Chemical-element adjectival modifiers are not
regarded as part of the name of a mineral species, and
their use is not regulated by the CNMMN. Authors
should therefore feel free to use chemical-element
adjectival modifiers that are chemically correct and
that meet their particular requirements. For example,
“Mg-rich”, “Mg–Fe-rich”, “Mn-enriched”, “Fe2+-poor”,
“iron(2+)-enriched, “iron(II)-bearing”, “alkali-deficient”, “sodium-exchanged”, “Cr-doped”, or “H2Osaturated” may be used.
The Commission on the Nomenclature of Inorganic
Chemistry of the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (CNIC of IUPAC) very strongly
disapproves of the “-oan” and “-ian” chemical-element
adjectival modifiers (Leigh 1990). CNIC of IUPAC
strongly recommends that chemists use the CNMMNapproved mineralogical nomenclature, and therefore
mineralogists should also use the chemical nomenclature approved by the CNIC of IUPAC, so that chemists
and mineralogists can communicate effectively with
each other.

CHEMICAL-ELEMENT SUFFIXES
FOR CHEMICAL ANALOGUES
A chemical-element suffix is part of a mineral
species name. The system of using chemical-element
suffixes for rare-earth mineral species was introduced
by Levinson (1966), with mineral species names such
as aeschynite-(Ce), aeschynite-(Nd) and aeschynite(Y). The system was revised and extended by Bayliss
& Levinson (1988). Versions of this system have been
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applied to other mineral groups, such as the pumpellyite-group minerals (Passaglia & Gottardi 1973),
zeolites (Coombs et al. 1997), and labuntsovite-group
minerals (Raade et al. 2004), all of which have the
approval of the CNMMN. It has also been applied
to synthetic phases, such as “topaz-OH” (Schmidt
et al. 1998) for the synthetic OH analogue of topaz,
Al2SiO4F2. Synthetic analogues of existing mineral
species are not regarded as real mineral species, and
therefore do not come within the jurisdiction of the
CNMMN (Nickel 1995). The authors suggest that such
analogues can be given names with chemical suffixes,
like that of “topaz-OH”, with care being taken to put
this name in quotation marks to show that it is not a
CNMMN-approved name and to avoid confusion with
names of real mineral species such as chabazite-Ba.

although CNMMN considers such usage as incorrect
and to be avoided. Why do mineralogists use chemicalelement symbol prefixes? Lithium-bearing is 15 characters long, lithian and Li-rich are seven characters long,
whereas Li- is short, at only three characters long. Such
chemical-element symbol prefixes generally occur in
a diagram, table, or running heading (e.g., Cr-mullite
by Fischer & Schneider 2000), where there is a space
limitation. In such cases, a correct version must be used
in the text together with the short version in quotation
marks, to show that the name is not approved by the
CNMMN. “K-feldspar” is tolerated because it applies
to a group of minerals, rather than to a species; it has
historically been used and is still in common usage.

CHEMICAL-ELEMENT SYMBOL PREFIXES

To quote James Dwight Dana (1850), “To change
is always seeming fickleness. But not to change with
advancement of science is worse; it is persistence in
error.”

Over 1,300 names with chemical-element symbol
prefixes have been published, and this unfortunate
tendency appears to be increasing. The percentage
distribution of these chemical-element symbol prefixes,
as taken from Bayliss (2000), is as follows:

CONCLUSION
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